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April 10, 2006
Award Recipients

Accountability

**Overall Improvement**
Outstanding Overall Improvement: **Kappa Kappa Kappa**
1st runner up: **Bonesgate**
2nd runner up: **Theta Delta Chi**

**Outstanding House Manager**
Meredith Raucher, Epsilon Kappa Theta

**Outstanding Organizations in the Principle of Accountability**
Outstanding Performance in Fostering the Principle of Accountability: **Delta Delta Delta**
1st runner up: **Alpha Chi Alpha**
2nd runner up: **Kappa Delta Epsilon**

Inclusivity

**Outstanding Organizations in the Principle of Inclusivity**
Outstanding Performance in Fostering the Principle of Inclusivity: **Kappa Kappa Kappa**
1st runner up: **Alpha Phi Alpha**
2nd runner up: **The Tabard**

Leadership

**Most Innovative**
Outstanding Innovation: **Alpha Chi Alpha**
1st runners up: **Delta Delta Delta and Kappa Kappa Kappa**

**Outstanding Organizations in the Principle of Leadership**
Outstanding Performance in Fostering the Principle of Leadership: **Alpha Phi Alpha**
1st runner up: **Alpha Xi Delta**
2nd runner up: **Epsilon Kappa Theta**

**Outstanding New Member Award**
2006 Female Outstanding New Member: **Sarah Herringer, Sigma Delta**
2006 Male Outstanding New Member: **David Lamb, Sigma Phi Epsilon**

**Emerging Leader Awards**
2006 Female Outstanding Emerging Leader: **Ali Levine, Delta Delta Delta**
2006 Male Outstanding Emerging Leader: **Adam Shpeen, Chi Gamma Epsilon**

Scholarship

**Highest House GPA**
Alpha Xi Delta: 3.54

**Outstanding Organizations in the Principle of Scholarship**
Outstanding Performance in Fostering the Achievement of Scholarship: **Sigma Phi Epsilon**
1st runner up: **Kappa Kappa Gamma**
2nd runners up: **Epsilon Kappa Theta and Sigma Delta**

**Class Scholars**
2006 Outstanding Class Scholar: **Katie Jaxheimer, Kappa Kappa Gamma**
2007 Outstanding Class Scholar: **Mike Amico, The Tabard**
2008 Outstanding Class Scholar: **Hannah Tsai, Kappa Kappa Gamma**

**Brotherhood/Sisterhood**

*Outstanding Organizations in the Principle of Brotherhood/Sisterhood*
Outstanding Performance in Fostering the Principle of Brotherhood/Sisterhood: **Delta Delta Delta**
1st runner up: **Phi Delta Alpha**
2nd runner up: **Phi Tau**

**McEwen Award**
Phi Delta Alpha and **Kappa Delta Epsilon**

**Service**

*Outstanding Organizations in the Principle of Service:*
Outstanding Performance in Fostering the Principle of Service: **Kappa Kappa Kappa**
1st runner up: **Phi Delta Alpha**
2nd runner up: **Delta Delta Delta**

**15 Webster Avenue Award**
Theta Delta Chi and **Kappa Kappa Gamma**

**National Award Winners**
**Sigma Phi Epsilon:** Phi Beta Kappa Wheelhouse, Buchannon Cup, Man Power Excellence Award, GPA Excellence Award
**Theta Delta Chi:** Theta Delta Chi Ritual Improvement Cup
**Amelia Wnorowski ’06:** National Order of Omega Graduate School Scholarship
**Order of Omega, Lambda Rho Chapter:** National Chapter of the Year Award

**Outstanding Faculty Member**
2006 Outstanding Faculty Member: **John Rassias, Department of French and Italian**

**Outstanding Chapter Advisor**
2006 Outstanding Chapter Advisor: **Jim Adler, Chi Gamma Epsilon**

**President of the Year**
2006 Female President of the Year: **Edythe Wilson, Kappa Delta Epsilon**
2006 Male President of the Year: **Jeff Wagner, Sigma Phi Epsilon**

**Greek Man/Woman of the Year**
2006 Greek Woman of the Year: **Christina Jimenez, Delta Delta Delta**
Honorable Mention: **Joanna Hunter, Alpha Xi Delta**
2006 Greek Man of the Year: **Russell Lane, Phi Delta Alpha**
Honorable Mention: **Taylor Cornwall, Phi Delta Alpha and Brandon Piper, Chi Gamma Epsilon**

**O’Connor Award**
Delta Delta Delta
1st Runner up: **Kappa Kappa Kappa**